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Executive Summary
Wireless and radio frequency (RF) technology are
ubiquitous in our daily lives, including laptops, key fobs,
sensors, cell phones, and antennas. These devices, while
portable and convenient, can be susceptible to adversarial
attack over the air.

Then, we demonstrate how a similar unencrypted
and unauthenticated Wi-Fi signal is susceptible to a
message injection attack, where we command a drone to
execute a stop order. This proof of concept extends to
other commands, including full control over the drone.

This breakout session will provide a short
introduction into wireless hacking concepts such as passive
scanning, active injection, and the use of software-defined
radios to flexibly sample the RF spectrum. We provide two
examples of attacks against RF systems and show that with
open-source research, one can learn enough about RF
signals to deliver disruptive effects.

Finally, we show how an RF-emitting tire pressure
monitoring system sensor emits data that a car uses to
display current tire pressures. This sensor also sends
unencrypted data, including unique identifiers, which can
be received by nearby receivers.

We will also ground these concepts in live
demonstrations of attacks against both wireless and wired
systems and provide mitigation suggestions to protect from
these attacks. Our first demonstration shows how an
unencrypted RF signal from a hobby drone, transmitted
over Wi-Fi, can be received by anyone in the area with the
proper equipment. This signal may contain sensitive
information and we show how a video feed can be
reconstructed.
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The RF spectrum covers a small portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum, but has many practical uses

Card reader:
125 kHz

Key fob:
315 MHz

https://www.hidglobal.com/products
/readers/hid-proximity/5355

Bluetooth:
2.45 GHz
Tesla Model 3 Key Fob – Jzh2074 on
Wikimedia Commons (CC BY-SA 4.0)

https://bluetooth.com

AM – Amplitude Modulation; EHF – Extremely High Frequency; FM – Frequency Modulation; GPS – Global Positioning System; HF – High Frequency; LF – Low Frequency;
MF – Medium Frequency; SHF – Super High Frequency; UHF – Ultra High Frequency; VHF – Very High Frequency; VLF – Very Low Frequency
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Using RF devices also creates opportunities for adversarial activities,
similar to using wired connection devices
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Motivation 1: Radio frequency signals can reveal
personal data from Internet-of-Things devices
• SimpliSafe 2 keypad transmits unencrypted
data to its base station at 433 Hz
• Reverse-engineering the transmission (and
now in open-source software) reveals:
– Keypad PIN
– Issued command (e.g., Arm or Disarm)
– Sensor status

• Appears SimpliSafe 3 transmissions are
encrypted[2]
https://simplisafe.com

[1] Adam Callis, “The Perils of Prioritizing Time to Market Over Secure Development Lifecycle,” Offensive Summit 2018.
[2] https://medium.com/tenable-techblog/inside-simplisafe-alarm-system-291a8c3e4d89
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Motivation 2: Air traffic controller towers rely on ADS-B
to identify aircraft
• ADS-B uses measurements to report speed,
position, and identification

– Anyone can see what the air traffic controller tower
sees

• ADS-B reports data at 1090 MHz
• These messages are unauthenticated and
unencrypted, which presents a possibility for
attack
• Possible attacks include message injection,
deletion, or manipulation
• There is active research to address ADS-B
vulnerabilities

ADS-B: Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast
Schäfer M., Lenders V., Martinovic I. (2013) Experimental Analysis of Attacks on Next Generation Air Traffic Communication. In:
Jacobson M., Locasto M., Mohassel P., Safavi-Naini R. (eds) Applied Cryptography and Network Security. ACNS 2013. Lecture
Notes in Computer Science, vol 7954. Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-38980-1_16
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Anyone with the proper equipment can capture, alter, or
disrupt signals from your RF devices

Sniffing

Injecting

Jamming

Today’s focus will use RF to transmit network data
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There are ways to protect RF signals, including
encryption and shielding. You just need to plan for
these instances!

Sniffing

Injecting

Protection can be accomplished with encryption,
shielding, and other methods

Jamming

EMSO topic for another
presentation

EMSO – Electromagnetic Spectrum Operations
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Today’s demonstrations will highlight RF sniffing
and injection vulnerabilities

Passive Wi-Fi Sniffing

Active Wi-Fi Injects

Fun with Software
Defined Radios!
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Today’s demonstrations will highlight RF sniffing
and injection vulnerabilities
Passive Wi-Fi Sniffing

Active Wi-Fi Injects

Fun with Software
Defined Radios!
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Introducing our victim drone: The DJI/Ryze Tello
• High Definition 720p Video
• Graphical programming via
Scratch
• 2.4GHz 802.11n Wi-Fi
• Software Development Kit
• Vision Positioning System
• Active set of users and
hobbyists

Image credit: amazon.com, ryzerobotics.com
9

Wi-Fi operates in specific frequency channels which
devices can choose based on measured interference

When doing our sniffing, we need to specify the channel of
interest.
Michael Gauthier, Wireless Networking in the Developing World, KelleyCook, image improvements Whidou, French translation, CC BY-SA 3.0
<https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0>, via Wikimedia Commons.
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The first example will show how a passive observer can
sniff data
• Passively sniff while hopping over
channels to find the operating
frequency of the drone

sniff.bash

• Switch to the drone Wi-Fi
frequency and dump the traffic to a
capture file
• Review the capture file to find
interesting items
• Process that capture file to snoop
on the drone’s camera feed
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There’s a lot of useful information available in the
capture file…
Ports/Protocols

Drone MAC Address
Phone MAC Address

Drone IP Address
Phone IP Address

IP – Internet Protocol; MAC – Media Access Control; UDP – User Datagram Protocol
12

Using that info, we can reconstruct the camera feed!
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Encrypt your traffic to prevent eavesdroppers from
collecting communications
• Encrypt traffic to eliminate emission of
easily readable, plain-text traffic
• Use encryption methods not easily broken
• Ensure initial connection is also encrypted
• Keep in mind that (typically) higher security
encryption requires more power, processing,
and time
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Today’s demonstrations will highlight RF sniffing
and injection vulnerabilities
Passive Wi-Fi Sniffing

Active Wi-Fi Injects

Fun with Software
Defined Radios!
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We can also investigate the capture file to look for
commands from the phone to the drone
…

…

This is a “Set Sticks” command!
Well… that’s interesting!
CRC – Cyclic redundancy check; UDP – User Datagram Protocol
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The second example impersonates the phone and
sends malicious commands to the drone
Spoof-abort.py
• Join the drone network
• Alter our attack script using
parameters from our capture file
• Spoof a malicious command
(“emergency stop”)
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Encrypted communications would once again prevent
this injection attack
• The implementation should ensure
that the authentication is also
encrypted
• Developers should consider antijamming techniques to increase
resiliency
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Today’s demonstrations will highlight RF sniffing
and injection vulnerabilities
Passive Wi-Fi Sniffing

Active Wi-Fi Injects

Fun with Software
Defined Radios!
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A software-defined radio is a system where some
traditional hardware components are implemented in
software
•

Instead of having dedicated hardware for components like mixers, filters,
amplifiers, we implement these functions in software.

•

Allows for incredible flexibility in the types of signals, protocols, and
applications a single piece of hardware can support:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ADS-B transponder decoding
Satellite data collection
AM/FM/amateur radio
Passive/coherent radars
RC controllers
Radio astronomy
Cell phone GSM networks
Spying via electromagnetic signal emanations

Image Credit: rtl-sdr.com
ADS-B – Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast; AM – Amplitude Modulation; FM – Frequency Modulation; GSM – Global System for Mobile
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Electromagnetic signals emanate from many devices,
including sensors in your car
• Tire pressure monitoring systems transmit
tire data to your car over RF (e.g., 315 MHz)
• The sensors have individual serial numbers so
your car can distinguish one tire from another
(and other vehicles)
• Your car (and other applications) use
software to translate RF message to readable
information and measurements

Image Credit: parts.ford.com
RF – Radio Frequency
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The emanating RF signal can contain useful diagnostics
and unique identifiers
• Record at 315 MHz
• Device IDs:
bc34d3eb
bc34d3dc
bc35c980
bc34d3d6

• Some anomalous
readings may be due to
sensor model
differences
These tools can report other device messages, including
thermostats, home security systems, and other IoT devices
IoT – Internet of Things
22

RF communications are very useful, but you should be
aware of what you are transmitting
• Know how the data is encrypted, transmitted, encoded…everything!
• Think like an adversary to determine how RF communications can be used to
target a system
• Identify all sources of RF transmission and reception so that you can test these
systems against cyber and EM spectrum sniffing and aggression
• At the very least, encrypt your communications

EM – Electromagnetic; RF – Radio Frequency
23

Come visit us at the poster session to see how you can
connect wirelessly to a monitor!
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Motivation 3: An attack of the Dallas emergency sirens
may have been caused by a transmitted radio signal
• Exact cause of the attack is
unknown
• US public safety frequency: 700
MHz[1]
• Alarms sounded for 90 minutes
• It is possible that the RF signal used
to sound the alarms was recorded
and then rebroadcast by the
attacker
https://dallascityhall.com/departments/officeemergencymanagement/

[1] https://www.fcc.gov/700-mhz-public-safety-narrowband-spectrum
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